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CONFERENCE LOGISTICS & REGISTRATION

IN-PERSON CONFERENCE (WITHOUT MICROSCOPE WORKSHOP) - $45

Morning beverage station.

All educational sessions/workshops except microscope workshop. All concurrent sessions will be

recorded and made available at a later date.

Lunch consisting of wrap, chips, pasta salad, and a cookie. 

Chicken Caesar Wrap - grilled chicken, parmesan cheese, lettuce, tomato, and Caesar dressing

in a spinach wrap.

Club Wrap - ham, turkey, bacon, cheddar cheese, lettuce, tomato, and honey mustard in a

sundried tomato wrap.

Southwestern Veggie Wrap - black beans, corn, spinach, tomato, red onion, and hummus in a

spinach wrap.

Special Dietary Needs - Please select this option if you have a special dietary need so that we

can work with you and the conference facility.

Afternoon beverage station.

Includes the following:

IN-PERSON CONFERENCE WITH MICROSCOPE WORKSHOP - $55
Inlcudes all of the above plus a hands-on microscope workshop.

Diagnosing plant problems or identifying insects often requires the

use of a microscope. Lead by Professor and Extension Specialist

Dr. Steve Jeffers and Extension Agent Drew Jeffers, this session

will help you hone your diagnostic and identification skills. *This

workshop is being offered twice and is limited to 20 participants

per session.  

Master Gardener Branded Garden Flag - $10
Adorned with our state flower, this premium quality woven

polyester garden flag is a showstopper. 

KEEPING YOU SAFE 

Registrants will be asked to self-screen and refrain from attending if they are sick or have been in

contact with someone that tested positive for COVID-19 within 14 days of the conference.

Masks will be required except when actively eating or drinking.

6-ft physical distancing will be maintained at all times. In order to ensure we don't exceed the

capacity of any room, you will pre-select your conference sessions.   

Lunches will be individually boxed.

Hand sanitizing stations will be readily available.

In order to make this conference as safe as possible, we have a number of precautions in place. 

IN-PERSON CONFERENCE ADD-ONS



CONFERENCE REGISTRATION  - VIRTUAL OPTION

VIRTUAL CONFERENCE OPTION - $35
The virtual conference option offers a solution for those that don't feel

comfortable attending an in-person event or have a scheduling

conflict. Concurrent sessions will be recorded and made available at a

later date. Workshops are not included in the virtual conference

option. 

The Master Gardener branded garden flag is not available as an add

on to the virtual conference option but will be available for purchase

from the Master Gardener Store at a later date.

CONFERENCE SPONSORSCONFERENCE SPONSORS

Southern Agricultural Insecticides $1,000.00

Spartanburg County Farm Bureau $250.00

Lowe's $100.00 Gift Card

SC Port Authority Ear Bud Holders



CONCURRENT SESSIONS



CONCURRENT SESSION DESCRIPTIONS

SESSION 1 9:00 AM - 9:45 AM

Help SC Students Plant Roots

The SC Green Step Schools Program helps K-12 students plant roots in their local communities

by taking an active role in conserving, protecting, and restoring their environment. Qualified mentors

help teachers plan sustainable projects where students learn, do, and teach others. Master Gardeners

can help teachers plan and evaluate compost, garden, and water quality projects...and more!

Pollinators And Pesticides: Can The Two Coexist?

Learn about pollinator protection in a world where pesticides are prevalent. How important are

pollinators? What factors cause pollinator decline? How do we control pests but also protect beneficial

organisms? How can we use pesticides in ways that are safe for pollinators and other beneficial

organisms?

SC Master Gardener Program FAQs

Educational service, continuing education, and background checks, oh my!  This session will address

some of the frequently asked questions about policies and procedures related to the SC Master

Gardener Program including the Volunteer Reporting System.  Attendees will have the opportunity to

ask questions.

SESSION 2 10:00 AM - 10:45 AM

Soil Health Starts In Your Own Backyard (Will be presented via Zoom or prerecorded)

This presentation will discuss the basics of soil science, introducing foundational concepts. Participants

will be introduced to NRCS soil health principles and where to find pertinent soils information. 

Forage in Your Yard: Connect with the Herbs that Grow Naturally Beneath Your Feet for Food and Medicine

Learn common useful herbs that are native and naturalized and likely grow in close proximity to you.

Increase your health and vitality by foraging these common herbs daily. During this presentation, you

will learn how to identify these herbs, when to harvest/forage, and how to use them for common

ailments such as the cold. 

Promoting Carolina Yards

Looking for a new initiative to engage your local community? How about Carolina Yards? Clemson’s

Carolina Yards Program focuses on twelve principles that assist South Carolinians in creating their

desired landscape by implementing sustainable landscaping practices. Representatives from the

Lexington County Master Gardener Volunteers and the Richland County Master Gardener Association

will share information about getting your yard certified as well as each group’s specific efforts to

encourage environmentally friendly landscaping.



CONCURRENT SESSION DESCRIPTIONS

SESSION 3 11:00 AM - 11:45 AM

Cover Crops for Home Gardens

Many home gardeners tune me out when I mention cover cropping, thinking it's only for large farmers.

But cover cropping is extremely valuable in the home garden and even a raised bed. This talk will

discuss the benefits of cover cropping and how to select the right cover crop at the right time of year,

how to seed, how to terminate, and how to utilize the potential of each cover crop. 

Invasive Plants: What Is Being Done?

This presentation explores the problem of invasive plants and how South Carolina’s plant pest regulatory

program addresses potentially harmful invaders. New online mapping technology allows state inspectors

to visualize and collect information about reported noxious weed infestations. The presentation may

touch on other regulatory strategies, new or emerging pests threats, and invasives insect work.

Intergenerational Learning Activities - You Are Never Too Young (Or Old) To Grow

Last year, the Piemont Area on Aging, which hosts daycare for pre-schoolers and for seniors, asked the

Lakelands Master Gardeners to take over the operation of an on-site greenhouse, recognizing the two

groups shared a mission for education and a passion for involving the community in gardening and

growing. The two groups are building an intergenerational curriculum that brings children and seniors

together to learn how to cultivate plants and care for the insects, birds, and wildlife that the garden will

attract. Learn how you can adapt these engaging lesson plans for your educational programs.

SESSION 4 2:00 PM - 2:45 PM

Understanding Your Soil Report

Taking a soil sample properly is not difficult but there are some misconceptions about the purpose of a

soil test. Many folks receive their results and don’t have a clue what the graph, numbers and comments

mean. Master Gardeners can help clients to better understand the report and purchase what is needed

to fertilize landscapes and gardens. 

It's A Bug's World: Native Plants vs. Nativars Wildlife Values

Mr. Huffman will cover the current research regarding pollinators, native plants, and cultivars. The

presentation will encompass his thirty years of experience designing with natives and his view on what’s

practical with natives and cultivars of natives. It’s a bug’s world in our gardens and landscapes; the

more we understand about how pollinators connect with our plants, the better we can support wildlife. 

Zoom Basics

While in-person meetings and volunteer efforts came to a screeching halt due to the COVID-19, the

Zoom platform provided a safe way for these activities to continue. Extension Agent Vicky Bertagnolli

will share tips, tricks, and ideas for utilizing Zoom as we continue to navigate the pandemic. 



WORKSHOP SESSIONS

Workshop sessions are designed to be longer and more interactive than concurrent sessions. Please note

the times when planning your day since the blocks of time are different from the concurrent sessions. If

you select a workshop for Session 1 at 9:00 AM, you should not select a Session 2 beginning at 10:00

AM.  Your next selection would be a Session 3 Concurrent Session or Workshop Session.



WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS

SESSION 1 10:45 AM - 12:15 PM

Landscape Design With Native Plants

Traditionally, using native plants in the home landscape required compromises in garden design.

Historic Columbia Director of Grounds KeithMearns will discuss how this is increasingly not the case

and present the use of many new and exciting cultivars of native plants in the ongoing transformation of

the gardens at the Robert Mills House.

Hands-On Microscope Session (Must have selected this during registration/payment)

Diagnosing plant problems or identifying insects often requires the use of a microscope. Lead by

Professor and Extension Specialist Dr. Steve Jeffers and Extension Agent Drew Jeffers, this session will

help you hone your diagnostic and identification skills. 

SESSION 3 2:00 PM - 2:45 PM

Target Pruning

Throw out the hedge shears! Extension Agent Paul Thompson will help you learn how to prune with a

purpose for healthy shrubs and proper structural pruning for young trees.  A portion of this session will

take place outside.  Please plan accordingly.

Hands-On Microscope Session (Must have selected this during registration/payment)

Diagnosing plant problems or identifying insects often requires the use of a microscope. Lead by

Professor and Extension Specialist Dr. Steve Jeffers and Extension Agent Drew Jeffers, this session will

help you hone your diagnostic and identification skills. 

SESSION 4 2:00 PM - 3:30 PM

Collecting And Planting Your Own Seeds

Collecting seeds has many uses. To share with friends near and far, to repeat annuals the next year, and

even to develop your own varieties. We will talk about seeding at home using what most of us have in

our backyards.

Exploring The Plant And Pest Diagnostic Clinic

Have you ever sent a sample from your own yard or recommended a client send a sample to the Plant

and Pest Diagnostic Clinic (PPDC)? The PPDC is a multi-disciplinary program which provides diagnoses

and management recommendations for plant and turf problems. This session will provide details about

selecting and completing the proper form, packaging of samples, and what happens at the lab when

samples are received.



SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES

VICKY BERTAGNOLLI

Clemson Cooperative Extension

Vicky Bertagnolli is the Consumer Horticulture Agent, Master Gardener Coordinator,

and local "bug geek" in Aiken County. Prior to joining Clemson as an Extension Agent

in January 2008, Vicky spent seven years as a Research Technician for Auburn

University's Alabama Fire Ant Management Program and also worked part-time for a

pest control company. Vicky's areas of expertise are Imported Fire Ants and

Management, Insect Identification, and Urban Pest Management using Integrated Pest

Management (IPM). Vicky conducts Master Gardener Training Courses in Aiken County,

is the Private Pesticide Applicator Training Coordinator in Aiken County, makes regular

appearances on SCETV's Making It Grow, and writes "What is it? Wednesday". 

JANE HILLER

Coordinator, SC Green Steps Schools

Jane Hiller is the retired Education Director for Sonoco Recycling and the recipient of

the 2020 SC Environmental Awareness Award. In addition to coordinating the SC

Green Steps Schools Initiative, she serves on the Board of the Environmental

Education Association of SC (EEASC).

CHER HOLLAR

Lexington County Master Gardener Volunteers

Growing up on the ocean and in the forests and parks, Cher is happiest out-of-doors.

Moving from South Florida, Carolina Yards became an adventure to enjoy, learn, and

grow the South Carolina treasures. As a Disaster Relief Chaplain, a doting

Grandmother, a Master Gardener, and an SC Barbeque Judge, she gets to experience

the best that South Carolina has to offer: Faith, Love, Friends, and Food.

MATTHEW HOWLE

Clemson Department of Plant Industry

Matthew Howle is the Invasive Species Program Manager in the Department of Plant

Industry, part of Clemson University’s Regulatory Services division. His current work

focuses on early detection and rapid response to invasive plant pest infestations. Matt

works closely with Clemson colleagues, other agencies, industry, and the public. He

seeks and manages funding for invasive pest survey, outreach, and eradication

projects. He enjoys implementing new GIS data collection technologies, working

outdoors, and representing South Carolina in state, regional, and national

organizations. Howle attended Clemson University receiving Bachelor of Science

(2006) and Master of Science (2009) degrees in forest resource management.



SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES

FREDRICK P. HUFFMAN

Earth Design Inc.

Mr. Huffman is Principal and founder of Earth Design Inc. with over 17 years of

experience in environmental design, watershed studies, master planning, horticulture,

bioengineering, and ecology. As founder of the South Carolina Native Plant Society, he

has brought awareness of plant community models to the forefront through public

presentations and workshops on a statewide level. Mr. Huffman has designed

environmental educational centers, school and University campuses, green roofs, and

numerous parks, institutional, commercial, and residential properties. Mr. Huffman

serves on the state board for USGBC and the City of Pickens Planning Commission. 

DREW JEFFERS

Clemson Cooperative Extension

Drew has a B.S. in Agriculture with an emphasis in Plant and Soil Science, and an

M.S. in Plant and Soil Science from the University of Tennessee. His primary interests

are in Integrated Pest Management (IPM), herbaceous perennial production and

cultivation, annual and bedding plant production and cultivation, woody ornamental

(tree and shrub) production and cultivation, plant growth regulator techniques and

combinations, and minimizing ornamental production and cultivation impacts to water

and other natural resources.

DR. STEVE JEFFERS

Clemson University Department of Plant & Environmental Sciences

Dr. Jeffers is a Professor and Extension Specialist with statewide responsibilities for

diseases of ornamental crops in nurseries, greenhouses, and landscapes, and also

works on diseases of trees in both urban and natural ecosystems. He collaborates with

the SC Dept. of Plant Industry, USDA-APHIS, and the USDA Forest Service to keep

Phytophthora ramorum out of the Southeastern US and with The American Chestnut

Foundation to screen hybrid chestnut seedlings for resistance to Phytophthora

cinnamomi. 

ISHA KIRTON

Richland County Master Gardener Association

Isha is a 2020 Certified Master Gardener. She is retired from broadcast sales

management. She has become a gardening fanatic, loving everything related to

planting and growing outdoors. Her other love is everyday cooking and baking and she

just launched her Instagram page: Garden2TableCuisine. 



SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES

TERASA LOTT

Clemson Cooperative Extension

Terasa's primary focus is the SC Master Gardener Program. Passionate about natural

resources stewardship, she also coordinates Carolina Yards, a program designed to

assist and guide South Carolina homeowners in conserving water in the landscape and

in making positive changes in the environmental quality of their yards, neighborhoods,

and surrounding waterways.  She's well known for her role on SC ETV's Making It Grow!

MISSY LOWERY

Lakelands Master Gardeners

Missy Lowery is a Master Gardener and currently serves as President of the Lakelands

Master Gardeners. The other members of the committee creating the program include

Gayle DiChiara, Susie Aufderheide, Carol Stahle, and Margie Ware. The committee has

discovered that keeping the young and old engaged is the key to great learning. Missy

retired two years ago after 40 years in corporate communications and marketing. She

and her husband John live on a 40-acre family farm in Greenwood County. 

KEITH MEARNS

Historic Columbia

A native of Columbia, Mearns always held a deep connection with plants and the

natural world. While earning his degree, Mearns worked in U.S.C.’s A.C. Moore

Herbarium and served as the teaching assistant for several field Botany classes with

Dr. John Nelson. After graduating, Mearns was hired by Riverbanks Botanical Garden

as a horticulturist, where he was responsible for large areas of this dynamic and

regionally acclaimed garden. Working for several years as the Horticulturist and now

three years as the Director of Grounds at Historic Columbia, he is responsible for the

maintenance, planting, and development of the grounds at all six of Historic

Columbia’s properties, as well the creation and upkeep of the first publicly accessible

online Garden Database in South Carolina through HC’s website. Mearns has worked

with Dr. David Shields to locate and preserve a number of “lost” southern heirloom

crops and fruits.

HATTIE MONSON

Low County Master Gardener Association

Hattie Monson has been a master gardener since 2008. She took the class in Richland

County where she operated her own horticulture business and worked for others in the

same field. She volunteers with the Low Country Master Gardener Association. 

https://www.historiccolumbia.org/
https://www.historiccolumbia.org/gardendatabase


SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES

BEN POWELL

Clemson Cooperative Extension

As the Apiculture and Pollinator Program coordinator, Ben's primary goal is to provide

educational resources for South Carolina's beekeepers and expand appreciation for all

insects and invertebrates, especially those that pollinate South Carolina's farms and

forests. Ben believes that conservation and wise use of natural resources is essential to

preserving ecosystem services, especially in developing communities, and the public

has a vested interest in protecting pollinators and other invertebrates for the critical

roles they play in maintaining agriculture and ecosystems.

APRIL PUNSALAN

Yahola Herbal School

April combines 24 years of plant knowledge to create herbal and foraging courses that

return people to local plant medicine. Her goal is to give you the tools you need to have

an outside apothecary. She has a Bachelor and Master of Science (emphasis in

Botany) Degree, Traditional Herbalism Certification, Two-year Horticulture Degree, and

special training in difficult plant taxa and families. More important than all the

certificates and degrees-she has a strong connection with plants. She has dedicated

her life to serve as a voice for the plants! She researches and teaches Herbalism and

advanced Medical Botany.

LAURA LEE ROSE

Clemson Cooperative Extension

Laura Lee Rose is Clemson Extension Urban Horticulture Agent in Beaufort and

Colleton Counties and has been teaching Master Gardener classes in the Lowcountry

for 15 years.

 

KRISTINE RYAN

USDA - NRCS

Kristine earned a B.S. in Plant and Soil Science from Southern Illinois University –

Carbondale and began working as a soil scientist for the NRCS in 2004 at the Rock

Falls, IL MLRA soil survey office. She accepted the South Carolina State Soil Scientist

position in November 2019. She and her family moved to Lexington in late February

2020, only a few weeks before the world shut down. While challenging, this time

allowed her to begin to absorb the varied roles of her new position. One of Kristine's

goals is to collaborate with the soil survey offices down here to develop field projects to

refine the soil surveys in the metro areas of South Carolina.



SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES

ZACK SNIPES

Clemson Cooperative Extension

Zack Snipes is the commercial horticulture agent for the coastal region, based out of

Charleston. The major crops in his region include tomatoes, watermelons, blueberries,

and there are many highly diversified farms that supply the booming Charleston and

Savannah restaurant industries. Zack organizes several on-farm trials and field days

each year, helping growers improve their diverse operations. He is also active in the

Schoolyard Gardens for SC Educators Program.

PAUL THOMPSON

Clemson Cooperative Extension

Paul is a Distinguished Urban Horticulture Agent and Master Gardener Coordinator in

York, Chester, and Lancaster Counties. He writes a monthly garden column for YC

Magazine, a quarterly column for SC Farmer's magazine, and is a regular guest on

SCETV's Making it Grow. Paul is also a Certified Nursery Professional with the SC

Nursery and Landscape Association. He has received many awards for programming

and communication efforts through national and state peer associations to include the

2015 Distinguished Service Award. 

MEG WILLIAMSON

Clemson Department of Regulatory Services

Meg Williamson, a Plant Pathologist, is the retired Manager and Diagnostician of the

Clemson University Plant and Pest Diagnostic Clinic (PPDC). The PPDC receives

samples from the Clemson University Cooperative Extension Service offices,

homeowners, growers, landscapers, turfgrass management professionals, and

researchers. The diagnosticians work closely with Clemson University specialists to

provide management recommendations. As a part of Clemson University Regulatory

Services, the PPDC also helps to detect and document new plant diseases and pests in

South Carolina.

 


